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This chapter by Agwara, Auerswald, and Higginbotham (AAH) is an ambitious and thought-provoking attempt to describe how innovation at the “algorithmic frontier” links process innovation to globalization and economic growth. They begin with a historical discussion that emphasizes how ideas about the nature of the frontier have changed over time, gradually shifting from geographic expansion, to industrialization, to the scientific frontier described by Vannevar Bush and commemorated in this volume. The chapter’s main thesis is that the scientific frontier has been replaced by an “algorithmic” frontier characterized by IT-enabled business process innovation and increasingly fragmented global supply chains. After describing this new frontier, the authors consider its implications for science and innovation policy.
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One major goal of the chapter is to draw economists’ attention to several issues that deserve more scrutiny. These issues include business process innovation, the important role of standardization in the economy, and the gradual replacement of industrial R&D by decentralized innovation. Overall, I am sympathetic with this goal and the views expressed by AAH. Their chapter reminds us that process innovations, while difficult to measure, may be just as important as the patents and papers that are more frequently the object of statistical inquiry.

The chapter’s second, more ambitious goal is to articulate a theory of “algorithmic production” and to explore its implications for trade, growth, and innovation. While AAH make some interesting progress on this front, it is not clear to me whether the kernel of a theory provided in this chapter can be developed into a full-fledged alternative to existing models of production or innovation.

This short response to AAH is organized into three parts. I begin by noting that the idea of algorithmic production is closely related to the management literature on firm-level routines and capabilities, and shares many of that literature’s strengths and weaknesses. My second set of comments considers the hypothesized link between standardization, the algorithmic frontier, and global trade. I conclude by highlighting some potential implications of this chapter’s thesis for science and technology policy.

Algorithmic Production

One of AAH’s recurring themes is that economics neglects the important role of variation in production processes. Their starting point for this argument seems to be neoclassical production theory, in which perfectly competitive markets push atomistic firms relentlessly toward the most efficient technologies available. AAH argue that in reality, firms rely on different “recipes” or algorithms to produce similar goods and services, and that these differences in the methods of production are closely linked to differences in the rate and direction of technological change.

This is an important idea, though AAH are not the first to suggest it. In their path-breaking work, “An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change,” Nelson and Winter (1982) argue that heterogeneity in firm performance is driven by variation in the underlying methods of production, and that technological change occurs through a process of trial-and-error learning under selection pressure, as opposed to invention followed by rapid adoption of a single profit-maximizing technology. These ideas launched a multidecade research agenda within the field of business strategy to measure firms’ routines and capabilities, and to link those constructs to variation in performance. Many of AAH’s ideas are closely related to a more recent branch of that literature that models business process innovation as search on a complex landscape (e.g., Rivkin 2000).

AAH’s use of the algorithmic metaphor in this chapter is an innovation relative to the business strategy literature, which typically describes the dif-
ferent production processes of seemingly similar firms in terms of “routines” or “capabilities.” The algorithmic metaphor has both strengths and weaknesses. One strength of AAH’s metaphor is that it highlights how key assumptions of the strategy literature diverge from classical economic theory. Just as many different algorithms can produce a similar computational result (albeit at differing levels of flexibility or efficiency), real firms operating in identical markets do seem to use very different processes to transform a particular mix of capital, labor, and knowledge into final goods and services. Moreover, there is an intriguing parallel between organizational and algorithmic design—in both settings complex problems are often broken into discrete steps that can be addressed independently in order to compartmentalize certain tasks and isolate interdependencies. In general, these design questions have received less attention within organizational economics than more familiar incentive and informational problems that are amenable to traditional modes of theorizing, and perhaps less context dependent.

The algorithmic metaphor also shares some key weaknesses of the management literature on firm capabilities. First, it neglects the idea that business processes are designed and managed by people, as opposed to machines. While individuals may lack either the information or incentives required to move quickly to an idealized production possibilities frontier, they do adapt, learn, and respond to local incentives. These latter ideas are not always easily accommodated within the algorithmic framework.

Second, an algorithmic theory of production typically takes a very reduced-form approach to the problem of demand discovery, often assuming that it can be represented by myopic search on some exogenously shifting landscape. For AAH, this approach to demand discovery strikes me as somewhat ironic, since their chapter suggests that economic frontiers have moved beyond the perfection of mass production techniques that exploit classical supply-side economies of scale. An alternative view of the contemporary frontier is that it rewards firms like Apple or Google that have developed the ability to anticipate consumer needs or rapidly solve difficult demand-side matching problems.

Finally, the strategy literature has struggled for years with the problem of measuring routines or capabilities in a manner that does not require making inferences based on past performance. Recent efforts to systematically survey management practices (e.g., Bloom and Van Reenen 2010) may herald some progress on this front. However, rather than attack this problem directly, AAH propose an alternative measurement strategy based on linking algorithmic innovation to the diffusion of management standards, notably the ISO 9000 series of quality standards.

Standards and Globalization

AAH’s idea that the diffusion of business process standards can be used to measure the advancing algorithmic frontier is novel and creative. However,
it is not clear that this measure does precisely what the authors would like, and in my view they push the underlying analogy too hard when arguing that process innovation has opened new frontiers in global trade.

A key piece of AAH’s argument is the idea that standards “enable the interoperability of firm-level recipes . . . [by turning] a firm-level recipe into a subroutine of a larger program containing many different recipes.” In support of this claim, AAH briefly describe several standards, such as uniform shipping containers and pallet sizes, that arguably played an important role in promoting global trade. Their thesis would be strengthened by unpacking these examples in more detail, and by describing some other important business process standards, such as Universal Product Codes (Basker 2012) or Electronic Data Interchange. Focusing on a wider variety of standards would also reduce the chapter’s emphasis on ISO 9000. While ISO 9000 is widely adopted, and easily measured because of its certification program, it is not clear whether the specification promotes coordination among firm-level recipes in the sense emphasized by AAH, as opposed to providing a simple method of signaling that adopters have acquired some baseline level of managerial competence.

The chapter should also be careful about claims that increased globalization is “better understood” as the advance of an algorithmic frontier. The implicit baseline for this comparison is a vast literature on trade and development, a large part of which is concerned with firm-level relationships between productivity and trade (see Bernard et al. 2012). Standards are clearly important to trade. However, the idea of the advancing algorithmic frontier needs to be made more explicit if it is to be distinguished from the view that today’s disintegrated design and production processes are a natural consequence of increasing returns to specialization, declining transport costs, and falling tariffs.

Concluding Thoughts

Given the focus of this volume, I will conclude with three short observations about this chapter’s implications for science and innovation policy.

First, AAH draw our attention to the importance of business process innovation. Much of the economic literature on innovation focuses on easily measured inputs (R&D spending) or outputs (paper and patents). While it has become de rigeur to note that this is an example of “looking for our keys under the lamppost,” AAH actually take a position on what we are missing. It is not clear to me that this observation corresponds to a change in the frontiers of innovation. For example, Paul David (1990) shows organizational innovations were an important complement to technical innovation during the late industrial revolution. However, AAH’s emphasis on standards may highlight a genuine shift in the direction of inventive activity to the extent that today’s IT-enabled frontiers require greater levels of interfirm coordination.
Second, AAH’s idea of an advancing algorithmic frontier highlights the role of actual algorithms in contemporary innovation. Digitization is continuing to exert a major influence in the way that science is organized and practiced, both directly—through advances in measurement, computation, and instrumentation—and indirectly, through lowering the costs of collaboration and facilitating new practices such as open-access publishing or real-time remote access to shared facilities. These topics provide grist for the remainder of this volume.

Finally, AAH’s chapter poses the interesting question of whether the decline of industrial R&D corresponds to the closing of the scientific frontier as envisioned by Vannevar Bush. At one level, the answer is “surely not.” While it is intriguing to ponder the decline of Bell Labs, the data show that large firms still conduct the overwhelming majority of R&D. Nevertheless, there are clear indications that innovation has become more decentralized (e.g., Greenstein and Ozcan 2013). Perhaps this simply reflects a swing of the Schumpeterian pendulum back toward smaller firms, or the maturing of key segments within the IT-producing sector. On the other hand, it could reflect structural changes in the organization of innovative activity that present new challenges and opportunities for policymakers. This is an important question, and a nice contribution to a volume that emphasizes the changing innovation policy landscape fifty years after the idea of the scientific frontier was first put forward.
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